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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new approach to 3D shape compari-
son and retrieval based on the computation of Gaussian trans-
forms of the surface model on a set of points regularly dis-
tributed inside the model’s bounding box. A study of the
properties of the Gaussian term leads us to an efficient com-
putation of the description. This method is evaluated on the
Princeton Shape Benchmark database.

Index Terms— 3D shape retrieval, Gaussian transform

1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing number of available 3D shapes on the Internet
or in domain specific databases motivated the need of content-
based 3D retrieval systems. Numerous shape matching meth-
ods have been introduced (see a very good survey [1] and
comparative studies of 3D retrieval algorithms [2, 3, 4, 5]).
They can be split into two families: the 2D/3D approaches,
where the model description is obtained through 2D projec-
tions of the 3D shape, and the 3D approaches. Some of the 3D
methods are based on a partition of the enclosing space (par-
tition into concentric shells and sectors around the model’s
centroid [6] or into voxels [7, 8]). In most of the case, a shape
histogram describing either the volume or the surface of the
3D model is built and the comparison between two shapes is
done using theL1 distance.computing the distance between
the histogram bins. In the case of the voxel-based approach
proposed by Vranic [8], the 3D shape is represented by a vol-
umetric data composed of a set of voxels or volume elements
and the feature vector is a voxel grid.
Our descriptor uses a spatial decomposition of the 3D enclos-
ing box upon where a description of the surface of the 3D
model is built. To obtain a local description of the surface of
the 3D shape, a 3D Gaussian function measuring the influence
of the surface points on regularly spaced points is introduced.
This constitutes the 3D Gaussian descriptor proposed in the
next section. An efficient computation scheme is presented.
The overall method is then evaluated on the Princeton Shape
Benchmark.

2. 3D GAUSSIAN DESCRIPTOR

The 3D Gaussian Descriptor (3DGD) of a modelM is a
spatial description ofM built from the Gaussian law and
obtained by a summation on the surfaceS of M.
In the rest of the paper, a 3D modelM will be represented
by its surfaceS composed of a set of triangular facets
{Ti}i=1...NT

. A will denote the area ofS andAi the area of
the facetTi for i = 1...NT .

2.1. Definition

Let σ be a real number representing the width of a 3D volume
defined aroundS. The Gaussian transform of the surfaceS

on a pointq is:

g(q, S, σ) =

∫∫

p∈S

e−d2(p,q)/σ2

ds, (1)

whered is the Euclidean distance fromq to the pointp of S.
The Gaussian transform is used to built a description ofM
on a set of points of the space as follows:
Let B be a bounding box ofM. It is a rectangular prism
having the set of vertices(x, y, z) with x ∈ {xmin, xmax},
y ∈ {ymin, ymax} andz ∈ {zmin, zmax}. B is subdivided
into N3 rectangular cells having theqijk = (xi, yj, zk), i, j
andk ∈ {0, ..., N − 1}, as centers:
xi = xmin + (i + 0.5)∆x, ∆x = (xmax − xmin)/N,
yj = ymin + (j + 0.5)∆y, ∆y = (ymax − ymin)/N,
zk = zmin + (k + 0.5)∆z, ∆z = (zmax − zmin)/N.
Then the 3D Gaussian descriptor is defined byG = [gijk]
with:

gijk = g(qijk , S, σ) =

∫∫

p∈S

e−d2(p,qijk)/σ2

ds, (2)

wheregijk is the local description of the surfaceS around
qijk. Let ep

ijk be the contribution of the pointp of S in the
local descriptiongijk. We have:

ep

ijk = e−d2(p,qijk)/σ2

(3)

In fact, the Gaussian transform amplifies the local influence
of the surface. Let us consider the bunny model of Figure 1
(d). We see that thegijk are bigger around the extremities of
the ears and of the legs, i.e. the regions of high presence of
bunny’s surface.



(a) the original bunny model; (b) the aligned version;
(c) theqijk in blue,

(d) the diameters of the red spheres are equal togijk.

The sampling points contributing togijk

Fig. 1. 3DGD on the bunny model

2.1.1. Discrete approximation

The 3D Gaussian Descriptor computation is based on an his-
togram accumulation process, eachgijk being given by the
integral sum of the contributions of the points ofS on qijk.
To compute a discrete approximation of equation 2, we ap-
proximateS by a finite setE of points uniformly distributed
onS. Then equation 2 becomes:

gijk =
∑

p∈E

ep

ijk. (4)

The set of pointsE must be appropriately chosen to obtain
a robust representation ofS. For that purpose, a pseudo-
uniform subdivision of each triangular facetTi, i = 1...NT ,
intoni triangles{T j

i }1..ni
having almost the same area is pro-

cessed. Then the setE is defined by:

E =

NT
⋃

i=1

ni
⋃

j=1

g
j
i , (5)

g
j
i being the centroid ofT j

i .
The sampling rateni of Ti is computed usingnmin, the mini-
mal number of samples associated to the surfaceS, i.e. ni =
[

Ai

A nmin

]

.
The 3D model may contain very small faces that wont be sub-
divided by the previous process. Then, to take into account
the variation of facets areas, equation (3) is replaced by:

ep

ijk = Ap e−d2(p,qijk)/σ2

. (6)

Ap being the area of the facet havingp as centroid.

2.2. Computation

A naive computation ofG = [gijk] can be done by succes-
sively examining the contributions of pointsp of E in the
valuegijk. This has an expensive cost:O(|E|N3). A study
on the Gaussian term and a reordering of the computation will
accelerate the whole process.

2.2.1. Gaussian term

Let us first examine the contribution of a pointp in the local
descriptiongijk. If p is in a neighborhood ofqijk , ep

ijk is
strictly positive andgijk is incremented.
On the other hand, whenp is far fromqijk, e−d2(p,qijk)/σ2

is nearly equal to zero (e−d2(p,qijk)/σ2

< ǫ, ǫ being a very
small threshold value). Thenp does not contribute to the local
description aroundqijk, andgijk stays unchanged.
Suppose the thresholdǫ > 0 fixed and let us consider the
neighboring ballBijk = {q ∈ R

3|d(q,qijk) ≤ σ
√

− ln(ǫ)}.
The sampling pointsp of E which intersectBijk are such
thatep

ijk ≥ ǫ and are the only ones taken into account when
computinggijk (cf. Figure 1). Thusep

ijk can be replaced by:

ep

ijk = δBijk
(p) Ap e−d2(p,qijk)/σ2

, (7)

δBijk
being the membership function:

δBijk
(p) =

{

1 if p ∈ Bijk,
0 if p 6∈ Bijk,

(8)

Moreover, whenp = (x, y, z) belongs toBijk, we have:

|x − xi|2 + |y − yj |2 + |z − zk|2 ≤ r2

with r = σ
√

− ln(ǫ), which is done whenqijk = (xi, yj , zk)
satisfies the three inequalities:

|x − xi|2 ≤ r2,

|y − yj |2 ≤ r2 − |x − xi|2,

|z − zk|2 ≤ r2 − |x − xi|2 − |y − yi|2,



Thus, to select the balls that intersectp, we compute the lower
and upper indices of theqijk coordinates, restricting the space
of the associated ballsBijk containingp:

i ∈ {id, ..., if}, j ∈ {jd
i , ..., jf

i }, k ∈ {kd
ij , ..., k

f
ij}, with

xif−1 < x + r ≤ xif andxid ≤ x − r < xid+1,

yjf
i
−1 < y +

√

r2 − |x − xi|2 ≤ yjf
i

and

yjd
i
≤ y −

√

r2 − |x − xi|2 < yjd
i +1,

zkf
ij
−1 < z +

√

r2 − |x − xi|2 − |y − yi|2 ≤ zkf
ij

and

zkd
ij
≤ z −

√

r2 − |x − xi|2 − |y − yi|2 < zkd
ij+1.

2.2.2. Descriptor normalisation

In equation 6, the facet area has been introduced in the com-
putation ofep

ijk. There exist 3D shapes having similar local
characteristics but with very different facets areas. To limit
this skew, we propose to summon the surfaces of the facets
associated with points ofBijk that contribute togijk and to
normalise it with respect to this sum:

Aijk =
∑

p∈E′

δBijk
(p) Ap, (9)

gijk =
1

Aijk

∑

p∈E′

ep

ijk.

δBijk
being the membership function defined in equation 8.

2.2.3. Descriptor computation

Thus, given the setE of sampling points, thegijk are com-
puted by the algorithm of Figure 2.

2.3. Similarity measure

To compare two 3D modelsM1 andM2 we proceed as fol-
lows:

1. Each model is translated to the origin of world coordi-
nate system, scaled such that the average distance is 1
and aligned using either our alignment method [9, 10]
or the “Continuous PCA” [8].

2. Two Gaussian descriptors are computedG1 = [g1
ijk]

andG2 = [g2
ijk].

3. The similarity betweenM1 andM2 is measured using
two different techniques described below.

The first similarity measure∆ corresponds to the Euclidean
distance in the Gauss coefficients space:

∆(M1,M2) = d(G1,G2), d being normL1 or L2.

3D GAUSSIAN DESCRIPTOR(E, σ,ǫ)

r = σ
√
−ǫ

For all i, j, k in {0, ..., N − 1}
gijk = Aijk = 0

For all pointp of E
computeid andif

For all i in {id, ..., if}
d2

xi
= (x − xi)

2

if (d2
xi

≤ r2) then
computejd

i andjf
i

for all j in {jd
i , ..., jf

i }
d2

yj
= (y − yj)

2

if (d2
xi

+ d2
yj

≤ r2) then
computekd

ij andkf
ij

for all k in {kd
ij , ..., k

f
ij}

\\ p belongs toBijk \\
d2

zk
= (z − zk)2

d2(p,qijk) = d2
xi

+ d2
yj

+ d2
zk

Aijk + = Ap

gijk + = Ap e−d2(p,qijk)/σ2

For all i, j andk in {0, ..., N − 1}
gijk / = Aijk

Fig. 2. Algorithm 3D GAUSSIAN DESCRIPTOR

The second one,∆′, is more robust to small variations:

∆′(M1,M2) =

N−1
∑

i=0

N−1
∑

j=0

N−1
∑

k=0

min







|g1
ijk − g2

ijk|,
dijk(g1, g2),
dijk(g2, g1)

dijk(gp, gq) = min |gp
ijk − gq

i′j′k′ | for|i−i′|+|j−j′|+|k−k′|=1.

3. RESULTS

We made our tests on the Test Princeton 3D Shape Bench-
mark database [2] where 907 models are categorized within
92 distinct classes. To compare objectively the retrieval effec-
tiveness of the proposed approaches, we compute Precision-
Recall diagrams commonly used in information search (the
query is not counted in the answer as in [8]). Four methods
AL-3DGA-Dv, AL-3DGA-L1, CPCA-3DGA-L1 and CPCA-
VOX-L1 have been tested (cf. Figure 3), where:
− AL or CPCA denote the alignment method used (either
CPCA [8] or our alignment method AL [9]),
− The 3D description is our 3D Gaussian descriptor for
3DGA or uses the voxel-based feature vector introduced in
Vranic’s thesis [8] for VOX.
− The similarity measure is either∆ with L1 distance for L1
or ∆′ for Dv.
The precision-recall curves of Figure 3 show that the choices
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Fig. 3. Average precision-recall diagrams on the Test Prince-
ton Database

of our alignment method and of the distance∆′ improve the
overall retrieval performances. Moreover, the 3D Gaussian
descriptor is better that the voxel-based descriptor of Vranic.

4. CONCLUSION

The 3D Gaussian approach presented in this paper computes
a compact and rapid global description for 3D shapes. It is
adapted to generic shape database as Princeton Shape Bench-
mark database. It has good retrieval performances for classes
of objects having a small variability of shape such as planes,
doors or monitors, as illustrated in Figure 4.

Moreover, our method has good results inside the partition-
based approaches (cf. the precision recall diagram of Fig-
ure 3) and can be retained among global description methods
to build a hybrid 3D descriptor as done in [11].
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